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Abstract: This paper proposes a cut set based approach to evaluate reliability of 
undirected capacitated networks for given simultaneous capacity requirements for 
specified multiple node pairs of the network. The capacity related reliability measures 
presented in literature have focused primarily on single node pair capacity requirements. 
However, networks need to support simultaneous demands for network resources for 
various node pairs. Therefore, a new reliability measure, as multi node pair capacity 
related reliability (MNPCRR), and an algorithm to evaluate this measure are proposed in 
this paper. The proposed algorithm takes link capacity and reliability values; minimal cut 
set and required capacities for each of the specified node pair as inputs to compute 
MNPCRR. Evaluation of this measure is expected to help network designers in assessing 
and optimizing network performance with ease and effectiveness. It will further help by 
providing sensitivity of the MNPCRR index to various link reliability parameters and 
capacities. 

Keywords: minimal cut sets, minimal subset cut, MNPCRR, network capacity, network 
reliability. 

1. Introduction 

Communication or other transport networks are very important part of human life. These 
networks need to transfer the signal / commodity from various nodes of the network to 
other nodes of network. A network can be represented through a graph G(V,E) consisting 
of vertices / nodes (V) and edges / links (E) connecting these nodes. 
Performance of networks is governed by three major parameters: a) connectivity, b) 
capacity and c) delay. Various network reliability measures are proposed in the literature 
to define successful performance of networks over time. Some of these measures consider 
only connectivity as the success criteria while some other measures consider available 
capacity along with connectivity. A reliability measure considering both connectivity and 
capacity as success criteria for a node pair is called capacity related reliability (CRR) [1]. 
     The reliability evaluation techniques can be classified based on node connectivity 
criteria used in the definitions. The connectivity based reliability measures can be 
classified as terminal pair reliability (TPR), all terminal reliability (ATR) and k-terminal 
reliability (KTR). The KTR is generic term and can represent both TPR and ATR by 
defining the set of k terminals as two terminals or all terminals. 
     The capacity related reliability measures presented in literature have considered 
single node pair capacity requirements, primarily. However, networks need to support 
simultaneous demands for network resources from various nodes of the network. 
Therefore, a new reliability measure, multi node pair capacity related reliability 
(MNPCRR), is proposed in this paper to address this issue. The proposed MNPCRR index 
is expected to provide more realistic measure of flow network reliability and help network 
layout designers to locate critical components and optimize network performance within 
the constraints. 
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     The MNPCRR is defined here as the probability that a communication network 
successfully transfers the required capacities, simultaneously, for a set of node pairs in 
given time period under defined environmental conditions. The required capacities for a 
set of node pairs can be provided in a matrix format as W. A non-zero entry for wi,j 
represents required capacity units to be transferred for the node pair (Ni, Nj). The links are 
considered as undirectional and capacity requirements are considered in one direction 
only. 

2. Literature Survey  
To evaluate network reliability, considering only connectivity as the performance criteria, 
various approaches have been proposed in literature. Minimal path/cut set approaches, 
binary decision diagram approaches and decomposition approaches are popular and used 
widely. The path/cut set approaches have the distinct advantage of providing reliability 
(unreliability) expression in sum of disjoint product (SDP) form. Such expressions can be 
stored and modified as per network layout modifications to save execution time [2]. 
     To compute CRR, some techniques require only the path set [3-10], or the cut set 
information [11-15]; some other [1,16,17] require cut set information in addition to the 
path set information for computing capacity of the generated composite paths while some 
other methods [18,19] build a branching tree (with disjoint tree nodes) directly without 
using minimal paths and/or cuts.  
    To evaluate CRR, two types of approaches have been widely used: a) composite path 
set approaches and b) subset cut approaches. Composite path set approaches generate 
higher order minimal combinations of those minimal paths which fail to satisfy capacity 
requirement criteria. These combinations are then verified, if they meet the capacity 
criteria. The minimal combinations satisfying the required capacity criteria constitute 
composite path set for the network. On the other hand, subset cut approaches generate 
subsets of minimal cutsets and then test them if they are qualified to fail the network in 
fulfilling the node pair capacity requirements. The qualified subsets constitute minimal 
subset cut for the network after removing redundant subset cuts. Then, SDP expression for 
evaluating reliability (CRR) or unreliability (1-CRR) is derived. These approaches use 
various techniques, e.g., max flow min cut theorem or Ford and Fulkerson [20] algorithm, 
to network capacities.  
     Misra and Prasad [3] and Aggarwal et al. [4] proposed a composite pathset 
approach to obtain CRR. However these algorithms fail, in general, to generate correct 
results as the method fails to generate all success composite paths, while the basic 
problem with the method of Aggarwal lies in the procedure used for computing maximum 
capacity of composite paths. Varshney et al. [7] expanded the method to allow links with 
multiple states of capacities with corresponding probabilities. However, the procedures 
used to calculate the maximum flow in Varshney et al. [7] and Aggarwal [5] do not 
produce correct results, in general. Schanzer [16] suggested two ways to correct this 
problem, while Kyandoghere [8] provided a correction of the procedure. All these 
algorithms suffer from the drawback of generating a huge number of redundant paths/cuts.  
     As mentioned in [11], the number of minimal cut sets is, in general, smaller than the 
number of minimal path sets. Therefore, minimal cut set approaches are many times 
preferred. Besides, min-cut max flow theorem can be efficiently applied to verify network 
capacity. Moreover, it is easier to handle a single minimal cut set at a time rather than 
handle two or more path sets at a time to form a composite path set (CPS). Lee and Park 
[9] proposed a method, which reduced the number of composite paths generated from 
minimal path sets and thus reduced computational efforts. However, the time complexity 
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(to generate the composite paths) of these methods is exponential in the order of the 
number of simple paths of the network. 
    Rai and Soh [10] proposed a technique to enumerate all success states of the network 
for the CRR problem. In addition, they provided a new method to compute the capacity of 
a composite path by utilizing the max-flow min-cut theorem. However, each capacity 
computation needs all the cuts of the network, and the computation need to be performed 
on all generated composite paths. 
     Soh and Rai [13] proposed two cut set based techniques, viz., A1 and A2, which 
generate the non-redundant valid subset cuts in polynomial time in order of number of 
minimal cut sets of the network. They have utilized the concept that if a link capacity in a 
minimal cut has capacity less than desired capacity (Wmin) then it qualifies for a subset 
cut. Later, Soh et al. [14] further improved this method, named as subset cut enumerations 
(SCE), to reduce the number of enumerations and internal redundant subset cuts. 
Chaturvedi [15] improved efficiency of these methods by providing criterion for 
validation of subset cuts through two equations and reducing redundancy at lower order 
for subset cut generation. 
     Lin and Yuan [21] presented an approach for reliability evaluation of directed 
networks considering simultaneous flow requirements for various node pairs of the 
network. The approach presented does not consider division and aggregation of flow at 
intermediate nodes of the network, which may lead to underestimation of network 
reliability. It generates flow patterns, which may be infinitesimally large as the number of 
flow patterns is sensitive to largest capacity unit used for defining capacity requirement 
criterion, number of links in the network and number of paths generated. The problem of 
defining proper flow unit was not presented in the paper.  
The proposed work introduces a new reliability index ‘multiple node pair capacity related 
reliability’ for undirected flow networks and an approach to evaluate it. 

Notation 

CRR  Capacity Related Reliability 
TPR  Terminal Pair Reliability 
ATR  All Terminal Reliability 
KTR  k-Terminal Reliability 
MNPCRR  Multi Node Pair Capacity Related Reliability 
MNPCRQ  Multi Node Pair Capacity Related Unreliability 
SDP  Sum of Disjoint Product 
CPS Composite Path Set 
Ni ith Node of the network 
Lj jth Link of the network 
Q  Array of link unreliability values for given mission time and 

environment 
qj Unreliability of jth link for given mission time and environment 
Cap  Array of link capacity values 
Capj Capacity of jth link 
C  Connection Matrix of the network, where ci,j represent the link number 

between nodes (Ni, Nj) 
Wmin Minimum Desired Capacity 
MCSi,j  Minimal cut set for node pair (Ni, Nj) 
MCSi,j,k kth Minimal cut set for node pair (Ni, Nj) 
wi,j  minimum required capacity for node pair (Ni, Nj) 
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SMCSg gth group of minimal cut sets with same capacity requirements swg 
SCS  Minimal subset cut for network 
SCSj,k kth element in jth subset cut of minimal subset cut for the network 

Assumptions 

1. There is no limitation on the capacity of any node of the network. 
2. A branch can have only two states, i.e., working or failed. That is: either it is 

capable of transferring the capacity or not. Degraded capacity states are not 
considered. 

3. Nodes are perfectly reliable. 
4. Links are undirectional. 
5. Link failures are s-independent. 

3. Proposed Methodology And Approach  

The proposed approach uses the subset cut approach to evaluate MNPCRR for given 
network graph G(V,E) for required capacities of multiple node pairs and considering that 
each link Lj has a finite capacity, which is known a priori. The proposed approach takes 
minimal cut set information for each pair of communicating nodes as input.  
     A minimal cut set for a node pair can be visualized as a block of links, which 
restricts the maximum possible flow possible through the network. Further, these minimal 
cut set blocks obtained for a network can be considered to be present in series restricting 
the flow through them. Out of all blocks, the block with least capacity determines the 
maximum flow for the node pair of the network. This deduction is same as stated by max 
flow min cut theorem. The blocks here may be dependent due to common links. A 
common link failure can reduce permissible capacity of multiple blocks. Taking care of 
such dependencies is inherent to any subset cut approach. 
     The proposed approach considers multiple node pair flow requirements. First, 
minimal cut sets can be obtained as inputs using any standard minimal cut set algorithm 
[5]. The minimal cut sets thus obtained for different node pairs are then compared with 
each other to evaluate the expected required capacity to be passed through them.  
On comparison of minimal cut sets for different node pairs, the minimal cut sets may 
either be different or same. The minimal cut set for any node pair cannot be a superset or 
subset of minimal cut set for another node pair for the same network as a minimal cut set 
uniquely partition a network into sub-networks. The minimal cut sets appearing as 
common minimal cut sets for various node pairs need to simultaneously transfer the 
capacities for those node pairs. Therefore, the required capacity from these minimal cut 
set becomes summation of required capacity values for all those node pairs in which the 
minimal cut set is appearing.  
     The network will be totally unreliable only if the installed capacity of all minimal 
cut sets, which is equal to summation of capacities of links appearing in the minimal cut 
set, is lesser than required capacity. In such cases, network reliability (unreliability) value 
becomes zero (one) and no further evaluation is required. 
     The minimal cut sets are now represented through the set of links and required 
capacity from each minimal cut set. To achieve network reliability (unreliability), subset 
cuts are evaluated for each minimal cut set considering the required capacity using [1]. 
     The minimal subset cuts thus obtained can be converted into a sum of disjoint 
product terms expression using [2] for calculating network unreliability by supplying link 
unreliability values. 
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A. Major steps of the Proposed Approach are: 

1. Evaluate minimal cut sets of the network for each pair of communicating nodes 
as MCSi,j, where (Ni, Nj) is the node pair. Let, there are Nnp such node pairs and 
wi,j is the required capacity for the node pair (Ni, Nj) [22-28].  

2. Compare minimal cut sets for communicating node pairs for their equality. The 
minimal cut sets appearing as common are taken from the minimal cut sets of the 
node pairs and assigned required capacity, which is summation of required 
capacities of the node pairs containing the minimal cut set. The minimal cut sets 
requiring same capacity are arranged in groups. 

3. Evaluate subset cuts [13-15] for grouped minimal cut sets for associated required 
capacities. Remove redundancies in final subset cuts by removing those subset 
cuts which are superset of any other subset cut. 

4. Evaluate unreliability expression, in sum of disjoint product (SDP) form, from 
the subset cuts [29]. 

5. Evaluate network unreliability value (MNPCRQ) by supplying link unreliability 
values for mission time in the SDP expression. Subtracting this network 
unreliability value from 1 gives network MNPCRR value. 

B. Data Representation 

The required input variables are: 
W A four column table providing the reference number (i), source node number 

(si), sink/terminal node number (ti) and required capacity (wi) for the node 
pair. 

C Connection matrix of the network. An element cm,n of the matrix gives the link 
number connecting the nodes Nm to Nn. A zero means no link is present for 
the set of nodes. 

Cap An array of link capacities. Its length is equal to the number of links in the 
network. 

Q An array of link unreliability values for specified duration. Its length is equal 
to the number of links in the network. 

On application of any minimal cut set algorithm, for inputs supplied as si, ti and Ci, 
minimal cut sets are produced and stored as MCSi. Any jth minimal cut in the set is 
referred as MCSi,j and elements of the minimal cut are referred through third index as 
MCSi,j,k. 
     On application of the proposed approach to compare and combine MCSi (Step 2) 
using wi values, obtained system MCS and their capacities are referred as SMCSg and 
swg; where g is the group number for which all cuts in SMCSg have same capacity 
requirement. 
    On application of approach to evaluate minimal subset cuts (Step 3) for all SMCSg 
using swg and capacity array (Cap), SCS is obtained. A subset cut in SCS is referred as 
SCSj and its elements are referred through SCSj,k. 
On application of sum of disjoint product approach to SCS (Step 4), unreliability 
expression referred as MNPCRQ (multi node pair capacity related unreliability) is 
obtained.  
     Finally, MNPCRQ value is calculated using MNPCRQ expression and array of link 
unreliability values (Q) (Step 5). The MNPCRR value is calculated as 1 – MNPCRQ. 
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C. Algorithms 

One may use [28] for evaluating minimal cut sets for the communicating node pairs (Step 
1). The minimal cutsets for different node pairs may have common minimal cut sets. 
Minimal cutsets for all node pairs are combined together to get system minimal cut set 
where the common minimal cutset’s capacity are summed up (Step 2). These minimal cut 
sets are then used for evaluating sub set cut (Step 3) using any subset cut generation 
method such as Chaturvedi [15]. These subset cut are then made irredundant and finally a 
sum of disjoint product expression (Step 4) is evaluated [29] giving network unreliability. 
An algorithm is proposed in this section to compare and group minimal cutsets (Step 2). 

D. Illustration 

Evaluate the MNPCRR of 5 Nodes and 7 Links network, given in Figure 1, for capacity 
requirement table (W), given in Table 1. Assume failure probability as 0.1 for each link. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: A 5 nodes and 7 links Network Figure 2: A 4 nodes and 5 links Network 
Table 1:Requirement Table (W) for Figure 1 Table 2:Requirement Table (W) for Figure 2 

i si ti wi 
1 1 3 5 
2 1 5 6 
3 3 4 6 

 

 
I si ti wi 
1 1 4 8 
2 2 3 9 

 

Step 1: Evaluate minimal cut sets for each pair of communicating nodes 
Considering that W has three rows, three corresponding minimal cut sets are evaluated as 
listed below: 

MCS1    = {[1 2], [2 3 4], [2 3 5 6], [2 3 5 7]}  
MCS2    = {[1 2], [6 7], [2 3 4], [4 5 6], [1 3 5 6], [2 3 5 7]}  
MCS3    = {[4 5 6], [4 5 7], [1 3 5 6], [1 3 5 7], [2 3 5 6], [2 3 5 7]}  

The corresponding wi values from W table are: 
w1 = 5, w2 = 6, w3 = 6 

Step 2: Compare and combine the node pair cut sets into system minimal cut sets 
This step is carried out using proposed approach as shown below: 

Initialize, SMCS1 = MCS1 = {[1 2], [2 3 4], [2 3 5 6], [2 3 5 7]} and sw1 = w1 = 
5 

Then SMCS1 is compared with MCS2 and matching cut sets are moved to A, giving: 
A = SMCS1∩ MCS1 = {[1 2], [2 3 4], [2 3 5 7]}, 
SMCS1 = SMCS1 - A = {[2 3 5 6]} andMCS2 = MCS2 - A = {[6 7], [4 5 6], [1 3 5 6]} 
Then, the set A and MCS2 are added to SMCS as new group and corresponding capacities 
are assigned, giving: 
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SMCS1 = {[2 3 5 6]}, sw1 = 5 
SMCS2 = A = {[1 2], [2 3 4], [2 3 5 7]}, sw2 = 5 + 6 = 11 
SMCS3 = MCS2 = {[6 7], [4 5 6], [1 3 5 6]}, sw3 = 6 

Next, SMCS1 is compared with MCS3 giving: 
A = SMCS1∩ MCS3 = {[2 3 5 6]}, 
SMCS1 = SMCS1 - A = φ = {} and 
MCS3 = MCS3 - A = {[4 5 6], [4 5 7], [1 3 5 6], [1 3 5 7], [2 3 5 7]}, w3 = 6 

Then, the set A is added to SMCS as new group and corresponding capacities are 
assigned, giving: 

SMCS4 = {[2 3 5 6]}, sw4 = 5 + 6 = 11 
This process continues and MCS3 is compared with SMCS2 and SMCS3 providing final 
SMCS as: 

SMCS1 = {}, sw1 = 5; SMCS2 = {[1 2], [2 3 4]}, sw2 =11;SMCS3 = {[6 7]} sw3 =6; 
SMCS4 = {[2 3 5 6]}, sw4 = 11; SMCS5 = {[2 3 5 7]}, sw5 = 17;  
SMCS6 = {[4 5 6], [1 3 5 6]}, sw6 =12; SMCS7 = {[4 5 7], [1 3 5 7]}, sw7 =6 ; 

This gives the results for the proposed approach.  
Step 3: Evaluate subset cuts 
The SMCS are processed for corresponding swi values and given link capacity values. It 
generates subset cuts, which on removing redundancies gives: 

SCS = {[1 2], [5 6], [2 3], [4 5 7], [1 3 5 7]} 
Step 4: Evaluate MNPCRQ expression 
On processing SCS, the unreliability expression in sum of disjoint product form is 
obtained as: 

MNPCRQ = q1q2 + q1q2������q5q6 +  q1���q2q3q5q6������ +  q2���q4q5q6���q7 +  q1���q2q3���q4q5q6���q7
+ q1q2���q3q4���q5q6���q7 

Step 5: Evaluate MNPCRR value 
Providing qi=0.1 for all i = 1, 2 … 7, it gives: 
MNPCRQ = 0.0297658, and MNPCRR = 1 - MNPCRQ =0.9702342. 

To verify results, subsets of SCS are obtained and manually checked for non-qualification 
to become a cut set for given problem. Besides, it has also been checked that every cut set 
in MCS has either subset or equal set in SCS. It has been found through many examples 
that the proposed approach satisfies the two requirements, hence giving the correct 
MNPCRR.  
Another way of validation is presented next through a smaller example network given in 
Figure 2. 
Manual Evaluation: Manually, all possible combinations of links as cutsets are listed and 
checked if they can fail the network refer Table 3. After removing redundancies, minimal 
subset cuts are {[1 2], [1 3], [1 5], [2 3], [2 4], [3 4], [4 5]}. 
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Table 3: Link Combinations of the Network shown in Figure 2 

Subsets Is Subset 
Cut? 

Subsets Is Subset 
Cut? 

Subsets Is Subset 
Cut? 

Subsets Is Subset 
Cut? 

[1] No [1 5] Yes [1 2 3] Yes [2 4 5] Yes 
[2] No [2 3] Yes [1 2 4] Yes [3 4 5] Yes 
[3] No [2 4] Yes [1 2 5] Yes [1 2 3 4] Yes 
[4] No [2 5] No [1 3 4] Yes [1 2 3 5] Yes 
[5] No [3 4] Yes [1 3 5] Yes [1 2 4 5] Yes 

[1 2] Yes [3 5] No [1 4 5] Yes [1 3 4 5] Yes 
[1 3] Yes [4 5] Yes [2 3 4] Yes [2 3 4 5] Yes 
[1 4] No   [2 3 5] Yes [1 2 3 4 5]   Yes 

Using Proposed Method 
Step 1:  Evaluation of Minimal Cut sets 
Minimal cut sets for (N1, N4) are {[1 2], [4 5], [1 3 5], [2 3 4]} with Wmin = 8 and for (N2, 
N3) are {[1 3 4],[2 3 5],[1 3 5],[2 3 4]} with Wmin = 9. 
Step 2: Compare and combine the node pair cut sets into system minimal cut sets 
After comparing node pairs, 

SMCS1 = {[1 2], [4 5]} with sw1 = 8, SMCS2 = {[1 3 4], [2 3 5]} with sw2 = 9 and  
SMCS3 = {[1 3 5], [2 3 4]} with sw3 = 17 

Step 3: Evaluate minimal subset cuts 
Minimal subset cuts for SMCS1 are: {[1 2], [4 5]}, 
Minimal subset cuts for SMCS2 are: {[1 3 4], [2 3 5]} and 
Minimal subset cuts for SMCS3 are: {[1 3], [1 5], [2 3], [2 4], [3 4]} 
After removing redundancies, the minimal subset cuts are: 

 {[1 2], [1 3], [1 5], [2 3], [2 4], [3 4], [4 5]} 
which are same as obtained through manual evaluation. 

4. Conclusions 

Communication networks need to support simultaneous demands for network resources 
for various node pairs. Therefore, a new reliability measure, as multi node pair capacity 
related reliability measure (MNPCRR), is proposed to address this issue. By using this 
approach we can evaluate minimal subset cuts for multiple node pairs with given 
requirements. Once we get minimal subset cuts of network, we can simply evaluate the 
capacitated multiple node pair system reliability using any sum of disjoint product 
approach. The proposed approach for MNPCRR has been tested for various small 
problems and found producing correct results when verified logically. The proposed 
algorithm can be used for optimal network design. It will make the optimization procedure 
simpler, efficient and effective as the problem can be formulated through single criteria 
covering multiple performance requirements of the network. From the obtained minimal 
subset cuts for MNPCRR, various sensitivity measures can be easily evaluated for further 
system analysis as well. 
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Appendix 

\\ INPUTS: MCS and W\\ 
np ← number of node pairs (no. of rows in W) 
g ← 1 
SMCSg ← MCS1 
Swg ← w1 
For i ← 2 to np 
 N1 ← number of sets in MCS i 
 g1 ← g 
 For j ← 1 to N1 
  For m ← 1 to g1 
   g2 ← number of sets in SMCSm 
   A ← φ (null set) 
   For n ← 1 to g2 
    If SMCSm,n = MCSi,j 
     Add MCSi,j to A 
     Delete MCSi,j and SMCSm,n 
    End If 
   End For (n) 
   If A is not null set 
    g ← g + 1 
    SMCSg ← A 
    swg ← swm + wi 
   End If 
  End For (m) 
 End For (j) 
 If MCSi is not null set 
  g ← g + 1 
  SMCSg ← MCSi 

  swg ← w i 
  Delete MCSi 
 End If 
End For (i) 
END 

\\ OUTPUTS: SMCS and sw\\ 


